
Average Assembly Time: 10 min

Building Tip - when assembling each component, set all screws in by hand, and then proceed to tighten with the hex key provided. 
All components are symmetrical. Observe which side of the wood grain you prefer while assembling and orient accordingly.

ASSEMBLING THE ONE STEP 

STEP 1 
- connect top piece into top section
 on side panel

DISCLAIMER - Users understand that the Two Step is strictly use at your own risk, and All Circles Inc. will not be held responsible for serious or fatal injuries that occur on or as a result of the One Step. 

Observing the following statements and warnings reduces the likelihood of serious or fatal injury. On-site adult supervision is required at all times for children of all ages. 

THIS PRODUCT IS INTENDED FOR USE BY CHILDREN FROM AGES 1 TO 8.

WARNING - the Two Step is designed for use by children 1 year of age to 8 years of age. The use by children under this age may result in injury due to fall heights. Older children are not permitted on the structure due to weight constraints and stability, tested to 120lbs. 
WARNING - do not adjust or move the One Step while in use. Make sure the Two Step is up against sturdy object, such as, but not limited to, a kitchen counter, a bathroom counter, or a bookshelf to provide children with extra stability. 
WARNING - do not allow children to wear inappropriate items, such as but not limited to, loose tting clothing, hood and neck drawstrings, scarves, cord-connected items, capes and ponchos. These items can cause death by strangulation. 
WARNING - Do not attach items to the Two Step that are not speci cally designed for use with the equipment, such as, but not limited to, jump ropes, clothesline, pet leashes, cables and chain as they may cause a strangulation hazard.
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STEP 2
- connect bottom step and cross brace
 into same side panel 

+

STEP 3
- connect second side panel


